Circular # 001/2017

Marine Leisure Activities at Jumeirah Beach Residence (JBR) Area:

This is to inform all relevant stakeholders who are engaged in Marine Leisure Activities at JBR Area that for the general safety the area has been strictly regulated as per the below details:

1. All Operators shall seek approval/NOC from DMCA and other relevant Govt. Entities for the Marine Leisure activities in the area.
2. All operators shall be required to declare the numbers of boats and Jet Ski used in the area for their activities.
3. All Operators shall provide agreement copy with the area manager/owner.
4. No Power-driven Activities shall be conducted within 100 meters of the Beach.
5. Each Operator shall have approved designated access area of 100X50 meters to the beach.
6. All the Operators shall Mark the access area uniformly as 100x50 meters by Floating lines.
7. During working Hours each Operator shall Park minimum number of boats (not More than 5) within their designated access area.
8. Anchoring are strictly prohibited outside the access area and within the Beach Separation Buoys.
9. Maximum Speed Limit is 5 knots with no wakes within the Beach Separation Buoys.
10. Fly-Board activities are allowed inside the Beach Separation Buoys and outside of 100 meter from beach.
11. Non-Operational Boats can be anchored in the designated waiting Anchorage Area only with approval from DMCA via the email: sos@dmca.ae, and by phone: +971566824343.
12. Report all kind of accidents.
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JBR Area Marine Leisure Activities

- Fly-board Activities Area out of 100 meters from Beach
- Maximum Speed 5 Knots with no wake
- No Power-driven Activities within Beach Separation Buoys

Waiting Anchorage Area

Operator designated Access Area 100 X 50 meters to Beach for Pickup and Drop Off